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Abstract
Parallel magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a widelyused technique that accelerates data collection by making use of the spatial encoding provided by multiple receiver coils. A key issue in parallel MRI is the estimation
of coil sensitivity maps (CSMs) that are used for reconstructing a single high-quality image. This paper addresses
this issue by developing SS-JIRCS, a new self-supervised
model-based deep-learning (DL) method for image reconstruction that is equipped with automated CSM calibration. Our deep network consists of three types of modules:
data-consistency, regularization, and CSM calibration. Unlike traditional supervised DL methods, these modules are
directly trained on undersampled and noisy k-space data
rather than on fully sampled high-quality ground truth. We
present empirical results on simulated data that show the
potential of the proposed method for achieving better performance than several baseline methods.

1. Introduction
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is one of the leading
diagnostic modalities in radiology. It is well known that the
data acquisition in MRI is relatively slow compared to other
popular diagnostic modalities such as computed tomography (CT). As a consequence, there has been broad interest
in techniques for improving the speed of MRI data acquisition. Parallel MRI (PMRI) is one of the most widely used
acceleration strategies [9, 34, 30, 38] and relies on the spatial encoding provided by multiple receiver coils to reduce
the amount of data that is acquired. In order to combine
the data collected by multiple coils, PMRI requires the calibration of coil sensitivities. Calibration can be performed
either in k-space [34, 9] or in the image space using coil
sensitivity maps (CSMs) [30, 38]. Compressed sensing (CS)
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Figure 1. The conceptual illustration of the proposed selfsupervised learning framework, SS-JIRCS, that can form images
from uncalibrated multicoil measurements by leveraging a coil
sensitivity calibration module. This visual comparison shows the
improvement provided by the proposed method over a baseline
method that relies on pre-estimated coil sensitivity maps (CSMs).

MRI is a complementary technique that is used for further
accelerating data collection by exploiting prior knowledge
(sparsity, low-rankness) on the unknown image [26, 44, 22].
Over the past few years, deep learning (DL) has gained
popularity for image reconstruction in CS-MRI due to its
excellent performance [28, 40, 17]. Recent work has shown
the potential of jointly estimating high-quality images and
CSMs in an end-to-end manner [4, 15, 36]. However, these
methods require fully sampled ground-truth data for the
supervised training of the corresponding deep neural networks, making their application challenging when ground
truth is unavailable. On the other hand, there has also been
broad interest in developing self-supervised DL methods
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that rely exclusively on the information available in the undersampled measurements [43, 3, 21, 6, 8, 24]. To the best
of our knowledge, the potential of self-supervised DL was
never investigated in the context of joint image reconstruction and coil sensitivity estimation.
In this paper, we address this gap by proposing a novel
self-supervised image reconstruction method, SS-JIRCS,
for parallel MRI that is equipped with automatic CSM calibration. The key contributions of this work are as follows:
• We develop a model-based DL architecture based on
the unfolded regularization by denoising (RED) [31]
algorithm equipped with a dedicated CSM calibration
module. Thus, the full network consists of three complementary modules for (a) data-consistency, (b) regularization, and (c) CSM calibration.
• We develop a self-supervised training strategy inspired
from Artifact2Artifact(A2A) [24], which is an extension of the well-known Noise2Noise (N2N) [21] framework. Our training data corresponds to a set of undersampled and noisy k-space measurements, without any
fully sampled ground truth.
• We present a set of numerical results on simulated MRI
data that show the potential improvements due to the
proposed method over several baseline methods.

2. Background
2.1. Inverse Problem Formulation

(1)

where x ∈ Cn is the unknown image, y ∈ Cmc is the
corresponding multicoil measurement, F ∈ Cnc×nc is the
Fourier transform operator, P ∈ Cmc×nc is the k-space
sampling operator, and e ∈ Cmc is a noise vector. The matrix S ∈ Cnc×n represents the unknown sensitivity profiles
of the receiver coils [30], where the constant c denotes the
total number of coils. Note that S varies for each scan, since
it depends on the interaction of the coils with the anatomy
being imaged.
When the matrix S is known, image reconstruction can
be formulated as regularized optimization
  \label {equ:optimization} \argmin _{\xbm \in \C ^n}\ g(\xbm ) + h(\xbm )\ , 

  \label {equ:optimization_tv} g(\xbm ) = \frac {1}{2}\norm {\Hbm \xbm -\ybm }^2_2\quad \mathrm {and}\quad h(\xbm )=\tau \norm {\Dbm \xbm }_1\ ,  (3)
where τ > 0 controls the regularization strength and D is
the discrete gradient [33].
Deep learning (DL) has gained popularity over the
past few years in MRI reconstruction due to its excellent performance [28, 40, 17, 28]. Traditional DL
seeks to train a deep neural network (DNN), such as Unet [32], to learn a regularized inversion of H by mapping the corrupted images{Hi† yi }N
i=1 [20, 41] or the raw
measurements{yi }N
[47,
12]
to
their
desired fully sami=1
pled ground-truth {xi }N
[22].
Here,
N
> 0 refers to the
i=1
number of training samples, and H † is an approximate inversion of H like the zero-filled inverse Fourier transform.
Model-based DL methods seek to integrate DL
with model-based optimization. Plug-and-play priors
(PnP) [39] and regularization by denoisers (RED) [31] denote a family of methods that can leverage pre-trained deep
denoisers as imaging priors [2, 29, 24, 35, 23, 7]. Deep unfolding is a related class of methods that interpret the iterations of regularized optimization as layers of a deep neural
network and trains the resulting architecture in an end-toend fashion [11, 22, 5, 1, 10, 11]. Different deep unfolding
architectures can be obtained by using various optimization/reconstruction algorithms. In this paper, we will rely
on an unfolded variant of the gradient-based RED algorithm
as the basis of our image reconstruction method.

2.2. Reconstruction using Pre-Calibrated CSMs

The measurement model in PMRI can be formulated as
a linear system
  \label {equ:pMRI} \ybm = \Hbm \xbm + \ebm \quad \mathrm {with}\quad \Hbm =\Pbm \Fbm \Sbm \ , 

in PMRI for g and h are, respectively, the least-squares and
the total variation

(2)

where g is the data fidelity term that quantifies consistency
with the observed data y and h is a regularizer that encodes
prior knowledge on x. For example, widely used functions

There are two widely-used image formation approaches
in PMRI (see recent review [17]): (a) those that formulate
reconstruction as a k-space interpolation problem [34, 9],
and (b) those that seek to explicitly characterize S as a set of
CSMs. In (b), S is first pre-calibrated and then used to solve
the inverse problem (1) [30, 38]. Our work adopts Strategy
(b), which will be the focus of the subsequent discussion.
Pre-calibrated CSMs can either be obtained by doing a
separate calibration scan [45] or estimated directly from
the central k-space regions of a fully sampled scan. The
latter approach is adopted in the widely-used ESPIRiT
method [38]. There are a number of issues and challenges
with the pre-calibration approaches [37, 45]. One issue is
that the inconsistencies between the calibration scan and the
accelerated scan can result in imaging artifacts. Another issue is that the estimated CSMs may not be sufficiently accurate for high levels of k-space subsampling. Additionally,
a calibration scan extends the total scan time.

2.3. Joint Reconstruction and CSM Calibration
Traditionally, optimization-based methods for joint image reconstruction and CSM calibration treat S as another
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Figure 2. The proposed method consists of an unfolded regularization by denoising (U-RED) reconstruction module and a coil sensitivity
calibration module, mapping multicoil undersampled measurements to a single high-quality image and coil sensitivity maps, respectively.
The network is trained directly on raw k-space measurements where the input and the target measurement correspond to the same object.

unknown variable in (2) and alternate between updating the
image and updating the coil sensitivities [37, 45]. Deep unfolding has recently been proposed to perform joint estimation of image and CSMs without any pre-calibration procedure [4, 15, 36]. The concept behind these methods is to
model CSM calibration as a trainable DNN module that can
be optimized simultaneously with other learnable parameters in the deep network. The inputs to the CSM calibration modules could be the original undersampled measurements [36] or the intermediate results available at different
layers of the deep unfolded networks [4, 15].
Our work contributes to this area by proposing a selfsupervised approach for joint reconstruction and CSM calibration that requires no fully-sampled ground truth.

2.4. Self-supervised Image Reconstruction
There is a growing interest in DL-based image reconstruction to reduce the dependence of training on highquality ground-truth data [3, 21, 18]. Our work is inspired
by a widely adopted framework, Noise2Noise (N2N) [21],
where a DNN Rθ is trained on a set of noisy images {b
xi,j }
with j indexing different realizations of the same underlying image i [13, 42, 14, 43, 6, 24, 8]. This framework has
been investigated in PMRI reconstruction [43, 6, 24]. For
instance, Artifact2Artifact (A2A) [24] has shown excellent
performance on using multiple noisy and artifact-corrupted
images {b
xi,j } obtained directly from sparsely sampled MR
measurements. In A2A, ij denotes the jth MRI acquisition
of Subject i such that each acquisition consists of an independent undersampling pattern and noise realization. The

DNN Rθ can be trained by minimizing a loss function
  \argmin _\thetabm \sum _{i,j,j'} \Lcal \big (\xbmhat _{i,j'},\ \mathrm {R}_\thetabm (\xbmhat _{i,j})\big )\ , 

(4)

where popular choices of L include the ℓ1 norm and the
ℓ2 norm. Another related work is [43] that showed the potential of training a deep unfolded network without groundtruth by dividing a single acquisition into two subsets and
using both subsampled sets of measurements as training targets.
While the concept of N2N enables the training of the
DNN for PMRI without any fully sampled data, to the best
of our knowledge, the prior work is based on using precalibrated CSMs. Our method, to be introduced in the next
section, does not require pre-scan calibration, but rather
seeks to use the N2N/A2A framework for joint reconstruction and CSM calibration without a ground truth.

3. Method
Our framework takes multicoil undersampled measurements as its input and produces the reconstructed images
and CSMs as the output. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the proposed framework consists of two modules: (a) a CSM estimation module that uses information extracted from the
raw measurements, and (b) an unfolded MRI reconstruction module that forms reconstructed images from the input
measurements and the estimated CSMs. Our training procedure uses a set of multicoil undersampled measurement
pairs {(ŷi , ỹi )}N
i where the measurements in the same pair
are acquired from the same object
  \label {equ:pro-fwd} \begin {aligned} \hat {\ybm }_i = \hat {\Hbm }_i \xbm _i + \hat {\ebm }_i\quad \text {and}\quad \tilde {\ybm _i} = \tilde {\Hbm _i} \xbm _i + \tilde {\ebm _i}\ . \end {aligned} 
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(5)

The number N ≥ 1 denotes the total number of training
samples. The measurements ŷi and ỹi can correspond to
two subsets extracted from a single acquisition [43] or two
separate MRI acquisitions. Note that our training procedure
does not require any ground-truth images or known CSMs.

3.3. Training Procedure
We use standard stochastic gradient method to jointly optimize {θk }K
k and φ by minimizing a weighted sum loss
function
  \label {equ:loss} \mathrm {Loss} = \mathrm {Loss}_\mathrm {rec} + \lambda \cdot \mathrm {Loss}_\mathrm {smooth}\ , 

3.1. Coil Sensitivity Estimation Module
Let ŷ be an input measurement and P̂ denote the corresponding sampling matrix. The coil sensitivity estimation module forms CSMs from the uncalibrated multicoil
measurements by performing three steps: (a) a small central region of k-space is extracted by applying the Hamming
window: Ham(ŷLow−k ), where ŷLow−k denotes the central
region without the Hamming window; (b) Ham(ŷLow−k )
is mapped back to the image domain by applying the zerofilled inverse Fourier transform p0 = F † Ham(ŷLow−k ); (c)
p0 is fed into a DNN Pφ with trainable parameters φ ∈ Rq
to obtain estimated CSMs: Ŝ = Pφ (p0 ).
We implemented Pφ as a convolutional neural network
that operates on the real-valued multichannel data. Since p0
is complex valued, we first reshape it by splitting its real and
imaginary parts and concatenating the resulting two multicoil data into an image with the number of channels being
2c. We reformat the output of Pφ into a complex-valued
matrix Ŝ with the same dimensions as the original p0 .

3.2. Unfolded Regularization by Denoising
Our image reconstruction module, based on the unfolded
RED (U-RED) [25], iteratively refines the image by integrating information from DNN Rθ with learnable parameters θ ∈ Rp and imposing consistency between the predicted and the raw measurements via ∇g. Let ĉ0 = F † ŷ
represent the initial image, and K ≥ 1 be the total number
of steps. U-RED can be formulated as
  \label {equ:unfolded} \hat {\cbm }^{k+1} = \hat {\cbm }^{k} - \gamma ^k (\underbrace {\nabla g(\hat {\cbm }^k, \ybm )}_\text {Data Consistency} + \tau ^k \underbrace {\hat {\Sbm }\mathrm {R}^k_\thetabm (\hat {\Sbm }^\dagger \hat {\cbm }^k)}_\text {Regularization})\ , 

(6)

(8)

where λ is a regularization parameter.
Lossrec seeks to map each ŷi and the corresponding ỹi
to each other. The key idea here is to map the reconstructed
images back to the k-space domain by applying the forward
operator of the training target. For example, one can map x̂i
back to the k-space domain by applying the forward operator H̃i then penalize the discrepancy between the resulting
measurements H̃i x̂i and raw measurements ỹi . Here, the
CSMs S̃i in H̃i are estimated by the coil sensitivity estimation module after feeding ỹi as the input. The formulation
of Lossrec is
  \label {equ:loss-rec} \mathrm {Loss}_\mathrm {rec} = \frac {1}{N} \sum _i^N\ \Lcal _\mathrm {rec}(\tilde {\Hbm }_i\hat {\xbm }_i\ ,\ \tilde {\ybm }_i) + \Lcal _\mathrm {rec}(\hat {\Hbm }_i\tilde {\xbm }_i\ ,\ \hat {\ybm }_i)\ , 
(9)
where x̃i is the reconstructed image when ỹi is the input
measurement, and Lrec denotes the ℓ2 -norm. Note that
N2N/A2A can be seen as a special case of (9) that assumes
the CSMs are pre-calibrated and not parameterized. During
minimization, Lossrec enforces the accuracy between the
predicted and the raw measurements, but it can also generate non-smooth CSMs that are not physically realistic and
cause overfitting. Therefore, we include Losssmooth to impose smoothness on the estimated CSMs
  \label {Eq:SmoothingPrior} \mathrm {Loss}_\mathrm {smooth} = \frac {1}{N} \sum _i^N \norm {\Dbm \hat {\Sbm }_i}_2^2 + \norm {\Dbm \tilde {\Sbm }_i}_2^2\ . 

(10)

4. Numerical Validation
4.1. Data Preparation

where γ k and τ k are learnable parameters, ĉk represents the
intermediate multicoil images in the kth step, and
  \nabla g(\hat {\cbm }^k, \ybm ) = \Fbm ^\dagger (\hat {\Pbm }\Fbm \hat {\cbm }^k - \ybm )\ . 

(7)

The DNN Rkθ in (6) takes single-coil images as inputs, requiring Ŝ † and Ŝ that fuse multiple images into a single
image and expand a single image into multiple images, respectively. The final reconstructed image x̂ can be obtained
from the output of the last step: x̂ = Ŝ † ĉK . Note that, unlike the previous unfolded methods [43] that consider precalibrated Ŝ, our method trains a network to calibrate Ŝ
simultaneously with reconstruction.

We used the T1-weighted MR brain acquisitions of 60
subjects obtained from the open dataset OASIS-3 [19] as the
raw ground-truth for simulating measurements. These 60
subjects were split into 48, 6, and 6 for training, validation,
and testing, respectively. For each subject, we extracted the
middle 20 to 50 (depending on the shape of the brain) out of
the 256 slices on the transverse plane, containing the most
relevant regions of the brain. Those 2D slices correspond to
the set of {xi } depicted in (5). We synthesized CSMs by
using the SigPy [27]. The pre-defined parameters of this
function were the relative radius r = 1.5 and the number of
coils nzz = 8. In order to obtain undersampled measurements, we simulated Cartesian sampling operator of the kspace data. We set the sampling rate to 12.5%, 16.67% and
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Figure 3. Illustration of image reconstruction from undersampled measurements at two different subsampling rates with an input SNR of
40dB. TV (with ESPIRiT) refers to a TV-regularized optimization method that uses CSMs pre-calibrated via ESPIRiT [38]. While both
U-RED (with JSENSE) and U-RED (with ESPIRiT) achieve better performance than TV (with ESPIRiT), the proposed method achieves
the best performance compared to the baseline methods by jointly performing image reconstruction and CSM calibration in an end-to-end
fashion.
Schemes
Sampling Rate

PSNR (dB)
25%

16.67%

SSIM
12.5%

25%

16.67%

12.5%

Measurement SNR

30 dB 40 dB 30 dB 40 dB 30 dB 40 dB

30 dB 40 dB 30 dB 40 dB 30 dB 40 dB

Zero-Filled

24.17 24.38 22.37 22.56 21.65 21.68

0.520 0.538 0.498 0.509 0.454

0.464

TV (with ESPIRiT)

28.68 28.95 24.90 25.14 23.01 23.21

0.885 0.886 0.701 0.712 0.569

0.573

U-RED (with JSENSE)

34.17 34.45 30.39 30.99 28.89 29.10

0.948 0.957 0.921 0.926 0.883

0.891

U-RED (with ESPIRiT)

34.39 34.75 30.91 31.56 29.04 29.29

0.961 0.962 0.922 0.931 0.875

0.896

SS-JIRCS

35.10 35.51 31.62 32.37 30.56 30.97

0.966 0.966 0.930 0.939 0.918

0.922

Table 1. Average quantitative results in the testing set over several undersampling rates and measurement SNRs. Note that the proposed
method jointly performs image reconstruction and CSM estimation, while other methods use pre-acquired CSMs.
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Ground-Truth

U-RED (with JSENSE)

U-RED (with ESPIRiT)

SS-JIRCS

1 st coil sensitivity maps
PSNR/SSIM

34.57/0.942

34.69/0.944

35.20/0.952

Product of reconstructed images and estimated CSMs

Figure 4. Illustration of the 1st CSM estimated at an sampling rate of 16.67% and at a level of measurement noise corresponding to 30dB
SNR. In the top row, we show the estimated CSMs. In the bottom row, we show the product of the CSM with the image reconstructed by
the corresponding method. We highlighted the visual difference in the regions of interest by using yellow and orange arrows. This figure
demonstrates the ability of the proposed method to obtain better CSMs in terms of visual consistency and image quality.

transform followed by the root-sum-of-squares operation [46].

25% of the full sampling rate for the complete k-space data
(corresponding to 8×, 6× and 4× acceleration, in respective order) and added measurement noise corresponding to
input signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of 30 dB and 40dB.

• TV (with ESPIRiT): A two-step model-based optimization where the CSMs are pre-calibrated by using ESPIRiT [38] and the total variation (TV) reconstruction
method in (3) is applied. The regularization parameter
τ is optimized via the grid-search.

4.2. Implementation
The DNN architectures for Pφ and {Rkθ } are customized
from U-net [32]. We have experimented with different values of the regularization parameter λ in (8) and the unfolded
step K. The best results were obtained when λ is 0.002
and K is 5. We used Adam [16] as the optimizer with its
learning rate being 0.001 for the initial 20 epochs and being
0.0001 for the rest epochs. We performed all our experiments on a machine equipped with an Intel Xeon Gold 6130
Processor and an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU.

• U-RED (with JSENSE): Pre-calibrated CSMs using
JSENSE [45] are integrated into the U-RED algorithm.
• U-RED (with ESPIRiT): Similar to U-RED (with
JSENSE) except that ESPIRiT [38] is used instead of
JSENSE to pre-calibrate CSMs. Note that this baseline
method is conceptually similar to the method [43], except it uses a different unfolding architecture.

4.3. Evaluation
We implemented two widely used quantitative metrics,
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), measured in decibels
(dB) and structural similarity index (SSIM), relative to the
ground-truth images used to synthesize the measurements.

4.4. Baseline Methods
We experimented with the following baseline methods
• Zero-Filled: The raw multicoil and undersampled
measurements are directly back-projected to the image domain by applying zero-filled inverse Fourier

Note that the final two methods are identical to the proposed method, except for the fact that they use CSMs estimated using existing algorithms.

4.5. Results
Fig. 3 illustrates the results of image reconstruction for
undersampling rates 16.67% (top) and 12.5% (bottom) at a
measurement noise level corresponding to an SNR of 40 dB.
Zero-Filled images contain blurring and ghosting artifacts,
since the raw measurements are directly mapped to the image domain without imposing any regularization. TV (with
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Schemes
Sampling Rate

PSNR (dB)
25%

16.67%

SSIM
12.5%

25%

16.67%

12.5%

Measurement SNR

30 dB 40 dB 30 dB 40 dB 30 dB 40 dB

30 dB 40 dB 30 dB 40 dB 30 dB 40 dB

ŷACS

34.81 35.15 31.28 31.59 30.08 30.41

0.965 0.965 0.929 0.935 0.910

0.911

ŷLow−k

34.59 34.88 30.99 31.27 29.79 30.01

0.964 0.964 0.928 0.929 0.907

0.910

ŷLow−k + LossSmooth

34.38 34.73 30.89 31.55 28.88 29.01

0.961 0.961 0.927 0.928 0.877

0.894

Ham(ŷLow−k )

34.90 35.27 31.35 31.71 30.27 30.66

0.937 0.940 0.930 0.939 0.907

0.915

SS-JIRCS: Ham(ŷLow−k ) + LossSmooth

35.10 35.51 31.62 32.37 30.56 30.97

0.966 0.966 0.930 0.939 0.918

0.922

Table 2. Quantitative results from an ablation study showing the influence of different steps of our CSM estimation pipeline, such as the
usage of the low-frequency region of the k-space and the inclusion of the smooth regularization in (10). The table shows the benefit of
using both the Hamming-windowed low-frequency region and the smoothness regularization on the final image quality.

ESPIRiT) provides better results, but also leads to the loss
of detail due to the well-known “staircasing” artifacts. Deep
unfolding methods making use of the pre-calibrated CSMs,
U-RED (with ESPIRiT) and U-RED (with JSENSE), lead to
significantly better performance but still suffer from some
blurring. Overall, the proposed method achieves the best
performance compared to all of the baseline methods. The
improvement of the proposed method over U-RED (with
ESPIRiT), where the only difference is due to the different calibration of the CSMs, demonstrates the benefit of the
proposed joint reconstruction and CSMs calibration.
We summarize the quantitative results on the testing set
in Table 1. The results show that the performance gains
due to the proposed method are maintained across different
undersampling rates and noise levels.
Fig. 4 illustrates the CSMs obtained by different methods at the undersampling rate of 16.67% and at a measurement noise level corresponding to 30dB SNR. We highlighted the visual difference in the regions of interest by
using yellow and orange arrows. In order to evaluate the
quality of the estimated CSMs, we first compute the product of the 1st CSMs (i.e., CSMs from the first channel) obtained using different methods with the corresponding reconstructed images. The resulting single-coil images are
then quantitatively evaluated using PSNR and SSIM values relative to the ground-truth images multiplied by the 1st
ground-truth CSMs. For instance, let S1 be the 1st synthetic
CSMs, x be a slice of the ground-truth volume, Ŝ1 be the
b be the corresponding
corresponding estimated CSM, and x
reconstructed image. We compared the quantitative metb in reference to S1 x. Fig. 4 demonstrates that
rics of Ŝ1 x
the proposed method can estimate better CSMs than several
baseline methods in terms of visual consistency and image
quality.
Table 2 presents the results of an ablation study showing the influence of different steps of our CSM estimation

pipeline and the effectiveness of Losssmooth in the proposed
loss function (8). In Step (a) of the proposed CSM estimation module, we extracted the Hamming-windowed lowfrequency region of the k-space. We also experimented with
other data extraction schemes in k-space. The vector ŷACS
denotes the auto-calibration signal (ACS) region of the kspace and ŷLow−k denotes the low-frequency region of the
k-space before the application of the Hamming windows.
ACS refers to a fully sampled region at the center of k-space
collected along with the undersampled data, which contains
both low- and high-frequency information. In Table 2, we
experimented with various combinations of the extracted kspace data and the inclusion or exclusion of Losssmooth . For
example, ŷACS corresponds to an experimental setup where
we extracted the ACS region of the k-space and excluded
Losssmooth from the loss function. ŷLow−k is similar to
ŷACS except that we extracted the low-frequency region of
the k-space. Table 2 shows the benefit of using both the
Hamming windowed low-frequency region of the k-space
and the smoothness regularization.

5. Conclusion
We propose a model-based deep learning method for
jointly reconstructing images calibrating CSMs for parallel
MRI. The proposed framework consists of a reconstruction
module, based on the unfolded regularization by denoising
(U-RED) method, that enforces data consistency and imposes smoothness, and a coil sensitivity estimator that estimates CSMs directly from the raw measurements. We train
our network in a self-supervised manner by exclusively using undersampled and uncalibrated measurements without
fully sampled ground-truth. Our empirical results show that
the proposed method equipped with the joint CSM estimator can lead to better image quality compared to several
baseline methods that use pre-calibrated CSMs.
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